
CD-250 – PIR DIMMING MULTI-
WAY  WALL  SWITCH  VACANCY
SENSOR

This is the PIR dimming multi-way wall switch vacancy sensor.
The  CD-250  PIR  Dimming  Multi-Way  Vacancy  Sensor  provides
preset dimming control and automatic lighting shutoff for a
variety of applications including those with multiple switch
locations. It is engineered to comply with specific provisions
of California’s Title 24-2013 energy code. The CD-250 operates
as a manual-on sensor. Users must press the pushbutton to turn
on lighting. Once lighting is on, the dimming level may be
adjusted by pressing and holding the pushbutton. The CD-250
employs PIR technology to sense the difference between the
infrared energy from a person in motion and the background
space. It keeps lighting on as long as motion is detected and
provides automatic shutoff, following a user selected time
delay, when motion is no longer detected. Users may turn the
lighting off manually. The next time the CD-250 is turned on,
the lighting will come on to the last light level. The CD-250
can dim incandescent loads from a minimum level of 10% to a
maximum level of 100%. When the pushbutton is pressed and
held,  the  CD-250  will  fade  the  lights  up  and  down  in  a
continuous cycle until the pushbutton is released. The dimming
direction  may  be  reversed  by  momentarily  releasing  the
pushbutton  and  then  pressing  it  again.  Lighting  may  be
controlled from multiple locations by connecting additional
CD-250s and/or RH-253 Single Pole Momentary Switches. When
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additional CD-250s are connected, each device provides full
on/off and dimming control. Connected RH-253s provide on/off
control only. Check out Wattstopper DLM products here.

Replaces single- or multi-pole switches or incandescent
dimmers
Provides multi-way control when used with other CD-250s
or RH-253s
Adjustable time delay, 15 seconds to 30 minutes
Lighted switch for visibility in darkened rooms
Low-profile styling
Choice of five decorator colors; lens is color matched
to device
Soft-start technology to prolong lamp life
Air gap isolation switch for safe re-lamping
Compatible with decorator wall plates
CA Title 24 compliant
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